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Germany ; and Frederick the Great still stood, though in the
past year he had more than once staggered. All this only
spurred Pitt to demand further exertions of the country.
132,000 men, regulars and militia, were voted for the army,
and 55,000 German troops were taken into British pay, making
in all close on 190,000 men. 10,000 additional troops sailed
for Germany, and Granby, who had succeeded Sackville on the
latter's recall after Minden, found himself by the middle of the
summer at the head of some 25,000 men, about a third of the
whole Allied army. Operations opened in much the same
manner as in the previous year ; St. Germain, who had replaced
Contades, united with Broglie, who had advanced from the Main
and surprised the passage of the Ohm, in the plain north of the
Diemel, an attempt to prevent their junction being repelled with
loss. Strong in die possession of a numerical superiority of over
two to one, the French pursued their northward advance un-
deterred by a brilliant little fight at Emsdorf, where the British
cavalry were mainly instrumental in completely destroying an
isolated hostile detachment, capturing about five times their
own number of prisoners. While siege was being laid to Cassel,
however, another and more serious misfortune befell the French
in the overwhelming of their left wing at Warburg. Here again
the British horse decided the day, arriving on the field with their
horse artillery after a rapid advance of five miles, and driving the
enemy in disorder across the Diemel. Still the tide flowed on;
Cassel fell, and French detachments, crossing to the east of the
Weser, carried terror and pillage into Brunswick and Upper
Hanover, which had hitherto been untouched by war. Ferdi-
nand, in sheer desperation, attempted a diversion by despatching
a force under the Hereditary Prince of Brunswick to operate
on the enemy's communications with the lower Rhine; that
commander, having laid siege to Wesel, hearing that a retiring
column under Castries was being hurried to the rescue, deter-
mined to surprise and disperse it by a night attack on its
position at Kloster Kampen. The attempt miscarried, largely
owing to the indiscipline and impetuosity of the British
contingent, and the defeated army was with difficulty got back
to the east bank of the Rhine and so to Westphalia. With this
unhappy episode the campaign terminated.
Elsewhere throughout the area of subsidiary operations no
event of importance had taken place in 1760, apart from a small
and unsuccessful French raid on Ireland. But in October
there had occurred in England an event which was to have a
profound influence on the fixture course of the war. George II.,
whose former mistrust and dislike of Pitt had long given place
to admiration of his achievements and complete confidence in

